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Submissions

- Send your abstract by email to redaktion@tatup.de by 03 February 2023;
- length of the abstract: max. 1.5 pages;
- please state full names, email addresses and institutional affiliations of all co-authors of the abstract;
- the editorial office will correspond with the author submitting the abstract.

Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 February 2023</td>
<td>Deadline for submitting your abstract.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2023</td>
<td>Decision on inviting authors to submit a full manuscript (28,000 characters over the whole document including spaces).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2023</td>
<td>Deadline for submitting your full manuscript, followed by a double non-blind review process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2023</td>
<td>Feedback from the reviewers, followed by authors’ revisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2023</td>
<td>Feedback on revisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2023</td>
<td>End of revision period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2023</td>
<td>Publication (print and online).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TATuP** – *Journal for Technology Assessment in Theory and Practice* is peer reviewed and diamond open access, both online and in print. The journal sections with different article types cover the interdisciplinary field of technology assessment (TA). Its scope includes scientific research and practical as well as problem oriented findings from the interstices between technological innovation, social change and policy advice. Neighboring and overlapping fields of research are, inter alia, systems analysis, risk assessment, practical ethics, sustainability and innovation studies, science and technology studies or foresight.

TATuP aims at creating public outreach by addressing research findings and policy recommendations also to transdisciplinary stakeholders. The concise form of peer-reviewed articles as well as the journal’s open access policy, web design, and print layout are fitted to this purpose.

---

This TATuP Special topic will collect research articles discussing ‘hypes’ and ‘overpromising’, extending from false claims to inappropriate exaggerations, whether intentional or not. The aim is to support a deeper understanding of hyping language and practices and its underlying dynamics and mechanisms. Hype shall be transformed from a buzzword to a reflected and applicable working concept for different fields and constellations of technology assessment (TA).

**Background:** More and more people write about real and potential consequences of technological innovation, usually with positive intentions (Joly 2013, Caulfield 2018, Alvial-Palavicino & Konrad 2019). In a similar vein, technology assessment (TA) and Science and Technology Studies (STS) are competing for funding and attention to address popular concerns, which contributes to what Vinsel (2021) and Brock (2019) recently called ‘criti-hype,’ ‘ELSIfication’ and ‘wishful worries’. As a result, it is becoming increasingly difficult to do research on less appealing and less novel subjects like nuclear waste management or the housing scarcity, raise public awareness of them, and foster their academic and public debate without exaggerating the certainty of facts in alarmist or sensational narratives.

TA has developed a strong sense for the contexts, power, functions, and consequences of speculative and future-oriented communication, e.g., in reflecting the assessment of speculative technological innovations, like nano visions (Nordmann 2007, Grunwald 2010), Constructive Technology Assessment (Schot & Rip 1997, Konrad 2021), or in developing the approach of Vision Assessment (Grin & Grunwald 2000, Lösch et al. 2017, Grunwald 2020, Frey et al. 2022), However, the question of how to responsively analyze, entertain, and communicate uncertain scenarios in TA studies without fueling hype and alarmism remained unanswered. And it is made even more urgent, considering the digital transformation of mass media and promising potentials of digital methods.

**What is at stake?** Over-promotion is generative, and can create topicality, produce feeds, motivate research funding, fuel innovation, skyrocket or tank stocks, and give birth to start-ups, influencers, followships of Tech Gurus, and other actors who know how to exploit the hype to their advantage (Rinaldi 2012, van Lente et. al 2013, McCray 2013, Hilgartner 2015,
Dedehayir & Steinert 2016, Lösch et al. 2017, Birch 2017). On the other hand, hyping and downplaying implications of scientific and technological possibilities is known to lead to worrisome consequences, e.g., poor health decisions, misdirected financial resources, understudying of other pathways of scientific endeavor and, more generally, jeopardize trust in science (Bordignon et al. 2021, Löfstedt 2003, Intemann 2020, Vinkers et al. 2015). Versatile methods, concepts, and explanations have been developed (for an emerging overview, see our peeriodical on hype and over-promising).

On this background, this TATuP Special topic is to create and organize the opportunity to deconstruct and assess hyping on and through technology developments from an interdisciplinary TA perspective. As TATuP guest editors, we envision an opportunity to strengthen TA’s links to methodological approaches and tools, for example (but not exclusively) from the research fields of Science Communication, Media Studies, Computational Social and Political Sciences, Digital Humanities, Scientometrics, Business Informatics, STS, Sociology or Anthropology, History of Technology, Linguistics, and Philosophy. From our point of view as guest editors, TA needs to critically monitor trends and develop analytical tools to differentiate between lofty tech talk or a mature market entry that calls for policy assessment and (de-)regulation. TA needs to navigate both, understating and overstating uncertainty, and under- and over-communicating knowledge. And with a look at one’s own position in the discourse, there is the question of how stakeholders, researchers, and science communicators should deal with hype and overpromising - what linguistic and strategic options are appropriate to foster a democratic discourse about socially transformative technology?

For this special issue we welcome contributions that focus or combine questions from variety of perspectives:

a) Definition sharpening

- What features of language, context, discursive prominence, over-promotion of evidence, or consequences constitute hype?
- What actors, institutions, systemic relationships, and general trends are accountable or foster hype generation? What speeds it up, and what makes it vanish? What role does R&I policy and policy discourses play in contributing to hypes?

b) Empirical approaches and case studies

- When, where, and in what period does hype happen? What sites, media, and data suit the empirical study of hype? Who is affected?
- How can linguistic, narratological, ethnographic, or discourse analytical approaches inform the study of hype?
- How can scientometrics and digital methods such as horizon scanning, trend and network analysis, text mining, knowledge-graphs, and machine learning complement or supplement these approaches?
- Looking back, what can be learned from historizing the Technology Assessment of what later became tech hype (e.g., Nano, Space Travel, AI, Industry 4.0, Virtual

---

Reality...? What motivated decisions and collaborations? Why have indicators, voices, and dynamics been over- or understated?

- How did or does TA’s demand to achieve societal impact inform or mislead TA’s science communication? What are and how does TA reach its communication purposes?

**c) Pragmatic and normative positions**

- How does the relationship of TA to its clients and audiences affect or foster hype and alarmism? What kind of discourses and actors are highlighted or silenced?
- How should technology assessment and science communication position against hypes & alarmism? Which role does debunking hypes play in scientific policy advice and what role should it play?
- Which handling of hypes and over-promising is recommended from a theoretical point of view and from practical experience? What formats have been tested and evaluated (e.g., debunking, myth-busting, fact-checking, training in science and technology communication, journalism, or artistic interventions)?
- What are the cultural underpinnings of technology hypes? Are different approaches to innovation evident in the global South?
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